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Tuesday 25 May was the first anniversary 
of the murder of George Floyd – a 
significant moment in time most would 
say, even those who didn’t care to 
recognise it, or chose not to mark it in 
any way. Significant because pretty much 
all of us have been affected in some way 
by the way George was taken from this 
world a year ago. So much has happened 
in the space of 365 days. 

As Chair of Anti Racist Cumbria, I wrote an 
article along similar lines to what I am writing 
now. At the time I mentioned how much I’d 
struggled to write it. It was a tough one. I had 
many emotions about it. This last year has had 
a huge impact and there can be no doubt that 
these changes will have a significant long-term 
impact for our future generations. And there is 
no sign of the ground swell ceasing. Many would 
have us believe it really all was just ‘a moment’ 
but when you look at what’s been achieved and 
what is still happening every day – just recently, 
Julie Birchal, was sacked by The Telegraph, 
yes, The Telegraph for her racist comments 
about Harry and Meghan’s new born daughter 
Lilibet - it is clear that is not the case. No one 
doubts there is still a long way to go. Our 
government is still resisting any real change for 
our education system which is one of the most 
important, if not the most important, elements 
for transforming the very culture of our society. 
Things like the Sewell report, although not yet 
having much impact, will have ripples that will 
ultimately impact negatively on everything that 
has been achieved so far and the government’s 
steady removal of our democratic rights will 
only serve to continue the oppression of our 
most disadvantaged groups. I worry about the 
plans to shake up the political map of Cumbria 
– Windermere in with Whitehaven, really? If 
ratified it will shift Tory votes to marginal seats 
and shift non-Tory votes into Tory strongholds. 
It’s up to you who you vote for but it should be 
a fair ‘fight’. I urge you all to make your voices 
heard on this. We cannot rest on our laurels 
with these issues, not even for a second. 

JANETT WALKER
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When Anti Racist Cumbria started, we asked ourselves what 
was our purpose, what did we want to achieve and what 
would did we need to do to get there. In other words, we 
made a plan. Since doing so, we have had to be many things, 
like being agile, recognising and grabbing opportunities, 
being resourceful, or making compromises and sacrifices. 
It’s been a rollercoaster and there have been many ups and 
downs. We’ve hit major challenges like the Sewell report and 
had great successes like our 50 school Ambassadors. You 
only need to look back over our social posts, our website and 
these quarterly newsletters to see how far we’ve come and 
the work we have been doing, but here’s just some of the 
impact of George’s death has had right here in Cumbria. 

“An organisation like Anti Racist Cumbria would have 
made such a difference to me when I was growing up here. 
I cannot tell you how important it is for me to know you 
are here for me and my kids” BLACK PARENT OF YOUNG 
BLACK KIDS ON OUR ANIMATED FUTURES PROJECT

I was writing some new resources which will potentially be 
used by hundreds of schools for GCSE preparation. I had 
a draft list of poems to use I had worked on before I had 
been to an Anti Racist Cumbria presentation. I revisited 
the list afterwards and decided I could do better. Now the 
resources make the most of the diversity in our selection 
and have 50% authors who are black and and 50% female. 
The established literary canon is obviously dominated by 
white men, so this approach requires some thought. It was 
also important to me that not all poems were ‘about’ being 
marginalised, although there are some superb poems in 
the selection on this.” WHITE CUMBRIAN WORKING FOR A 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS POETRY ORGANISATION 

Attended my first Anti Racist Cumbria event today. Great 
learning for me on my journey in becoming anti-racist. 
I need to get more comfortable with uncomfortable 
conversations. Thank you to all panel members and 
organisers. Safe space to start to think and work through 
next steps. Encourage people to attend future events. 
WHITE MALE ATTENDEE AT OUR BUT I’M NOT RACIST 
EVENT 

“As a result of reading Don’t Touch my Hair (recommended 
by Anti Racist Cumbria), we completely transformed how 
we teach the ‘haircare’ lesson in a puberty topic for Y7s 
earlier in the term.  It made us reflect that most PSHE 
resources on hair care during puberty teach to white 
pupils - as if all pupils have straight hair - there’s no real 
distinction for hair care for different hair types (or indeed 
skin colours when thinking about how hormones 
change skin during puberty). I had to search really hard 
to find images showing the different hair types that didn’t 
show only white people with naturally straight hair. Thank 
you for making us think” CUMBRIAN SCHOOL TEACHER 

“Anti Racist Cumbria has helped me reconnect with the 
place I grew up. I had so many unhappy memories about 
the racism I suffered and there was little reason for me to 
come back. Being a part of this organisation has changed 
all that. It’s been cathartic and wonderful” BLACK MEMBER 
OF ANTI RACIST CUMBRIA 

“You are changing lives and all I can do is say THANKYOU. 
It seems nothing in comparison to what you have given 
us.” PARENT OF A BLACK CUMBRIAN PUPIL 

Feedback like this is just one impact of the changes we are 
seeing. Add to that the requests for help which we receive 
almost on a daily basis. From organisations wanting advice, 
guidance, “training” on issues ranging from an exhibition in 
a museum to how to promote and manage Black visibility 
in an authentic and honest marketing campaign. Parents 
contact us from all over the county about our Ambassador 
work and the racism their children have been subjected to, 
asking for our help. As a result, we’ve funded counselling 
for parents and young people and recruited more schools 
to our Ambassador programme. We’ve had requests for 
mentorship of young Black boys, which we’ve been able to 
provide via our Youth Mentor and Animated Futures project 
and even been asked to introduce Saturday schools on Black 
History along with workshops on Black hair for parents who 
are White. We’ve helped raise awareness on situations like 
the volcano in St Vincent to what it’s like to be a Muslim in 
Cumbria during Eid. We receive messages of gratitude for 
being bold enough to talk about Palestine and Israel and to 
not shy away from our unwavering support of refugees. In 
the last week alone, we have received almost 20 applications 
to become a member of our organisation.  And it’s not just 
Black and Brown people who are part of this incredible 
movement, we have people of all colours, especially White 
British people who are a part of Anti Racist Cumbria and 
more joining every day.

It’s not easy this burning work, far from it, it’s stressful and 
sad, much of what we hear and see is traumatic and hard to 
listen to. We have to be disciplined with our own selfcare. 

This is George’s legacy. And what a legacy. We are proud to 
be his voice and be a part of this change. We know our work 
is far from done. We are really only just at the beginning. But 
George and all those others who have died at the hands of 
our oppressors, from Breonna Taylor to our ancestors who 
were enslaved, have paved the way for change and their 
deaths will not be in vain. 

   Rest in Eternal Peace George Floyd
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The Hostile 
Environment 

Lived and worked in London for 44 years, paying taxes 
and National Insurance during that time. He went for his 
first radiotherapy session for prostate cancer and was 
told that unless he produced his British passport he would 
have to pay £54,000 for the treatment. Albert had worked 
as a mechanic and paid taxes for over three decades. His 
free NHS healthcare was denied and he was evicted from 
his home, leaving him with no choice but to sleep on the 
streets for three weeks.

Lived and worked here for 50 years. One day, she received 
a letter from the Home Office informing her she was an 
illegal immigrant and would be deported. She had left 
Jamaica to join her family when she was just 10 and had 
never returned. She worked as a chef for most of her life, 
ironically for a while in the House of Commons restaurant. 
She was arrested and placed in an immigration removal 
centre ahead of a flight to Kingston but received a last 
minute reprieve.

The Windrush 

Generation
made lives here, they worked, paid taxes, saved, 

took out mortgages and paid into pensions, just 

like other British Citizens. The Windrush Scandal 

began to surface in around 2017 when it emerged 

that hundreds of Commonwealth citizens from the 

Windrush Generation were being wrongly detained, 

deported and denied legal rights. They were victims 

of the government’s new ‘Hostile Environment’ policy 

which was legislation introduced in 2012 by Theresa 

May putting the burden on the NHS, landlords, banks, 

employers and many other individuals and sectors to 

enforce ‘immigration controls’. The aim was to make 

the UK unliveable for undocumented migrants, forcing 

them to leave. Being undocumented was of huge 

significance for the Windrush Generation; in 2010 the 

Home Office destroyed the passenger records of the 

Windrush Generation meaning it was impossible for 

many individuals to prove they were in the UK legally. 

Children who arrived on the Windrush itself and those 

arriving during the 20 plus years later mainly arrived 

on their parents’ passports; so the destruction of their 

landing cards and other records meant many lacked 

the documentation to prove they had a right to live 

here. The burden to prove they had this right was 

placed on the individual and they had to evidence 

their lives here prior to 1973, which by the new ‘hostile’ 

Home Office standards meant they required at least 

one official document for every year they had resided 

here. Imagine attempting to find official documents 

from years ago – the burden was impossible, and it was 

placed on people who had done nothing wrong. Council 

Tax bills weren’t good enough, letters from schools 

weren’t good enough, proof of taxes paid for years 

weren’t good enough. People began receiving letters 

stating they had no right to be here and began to lose 

their right to work, and thus their jobs, their homes, 

access to healthcare via the NHS – the very organisation 

that had desperately needed them in the 40s, 50s and 

60s – bank accounts and even driving licenses. Despite 

being legal citizens many were detained in immigration 

detention centres, unable to travel abroad (for fear 

of not being able to return to the UK to their families) 

threatened with being forcibly removed and deported 

to countries they had not been to since childhood. Here 

are just three of the thousands affected:

ALBERT THOMPSON

PAULETTE WILSON
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The Hostile 
Environment 

Lived and worked in the UK for over 50 years after coming 
here as an 8 year old. He was threatened with deportation 
to Jamaica under Home Office claims that he was an 
illegal immigrant. What happened to him can be seen in 
the poignant BBC documentary Sitting in Limbo He was 
unlawfully detained and threatened with deportation. 

The 
Government’s 
Apology – 
Sorry, Not 
Sorry. 

In April 2018, Amber Rudd the then Home Secretary 
publicly apologised to those who had arrived from the 
Commonwealth countries in the Caribbean decades 
ago and who the government had denied basic rights to 
after being incorrectly identified as illegal immigrants. 
A review of what had taken place was commissioned 
and published in March 2020. The review made it clear 
that the destruction of documentation and subsequent 
Home Office actions, now called the Windrush Scandal 
had not been an accident. It was the inevitable result 
of policies designed to make life impossible for those 
without the right papers. It found the government ignored 
repeated warnings and that ministers were still failing 
to acknowledge the extent of the suffering inflicted on 
thousands of people who had been ‘mistakenly’ classified 
as illegal immigrants by the Home Office.  

The
Generation

ANTHONY BRYAN

LORD KITCHENER

Famously sang “London 
is the place for me” as he 
exited Windrush Empire 
on 22nd June 1948
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Windrush 
Compensation 
Scheme
In response to the scandal and the government’s 
acceptance that they needed to pay compensation to those 
who had lost their livelihoods, their homes, their right to 
access medical help and even their pensions the Windrush 
Compensation Scheme was launched in April 2019.
According to the latest report from the National Audit 
Office, the Home Office estimated it would need to pay out 

compensation worth between £120 
million and £310 million to 15,000 
people. By the end of March 2021, the 
department had received 2,163 claims 
and has paid £14.3 million to 633 
people. Despite the apology and the government’s 
promise to work quickly to put things right to those who 
have been wronged, there have been massive delays to the 
scheme leaving a huge backlog of outstanding cases. The 
National Audit Office also pointed out that there are only 
6 full time case workers to support over 15,000 potential 
claims.

Gareth Davies, the head of the NAO, said: “The Windrush 
Compensation Scheme was rolled out before it was 
ready to receive applications and two years after it was 
launched, people are still facing long waits to receive their 
final compensation payment. Since December 2020, the 
Home Office has made some progress, but it needs to 
sustain its efforts to improve the scheme to ensure it fairly 
compensates members of the Windrush Generation in 
acknowledgement of the suffering it has caused them”.

During the tenure of the scheme over 21 people wrongly 
accused of being so-called ‘illegal immigrants’ have died 
without receiving compensation, including Paulette Wilson 
who died in July 2020. Her daughter Natalie Barnes said, 
“The Home Office still operate the hostile environment 
policy which contributed to the death of my mother. Before 
she passed, she was struggling with the forms and lack of 
support and respect from the Home Office. The scheme 
needs to be moved so there is proper justice to families like 
mine.’ Paulette had been through not only having to prove 
her very existence in a country that had been her home 
since she was 10 years old but then after the trauma, prove 
the trauma. 

Stephanie O ‘Connor is still mourning the loss of her mum 
Sarah who moved to the UK as a child in 1967 and died 
in July 2019. She says: ‘For my mum the compensation 
scheme has come too late, and I am so disappointed that 
it is still taking this long for people to get what is owed to 
them. I just hope that people get compensated fairly for 
everything that they have been through.’

The compensation scheme was meant to help people get 
their lives back on track as well as renumerate people for 
the hardship caused by the government’s acknowledged 
part it played in abusing the rights of Black British Citizens. 
Instead, the scheme has been far too complicated for 
victims to use, with very little support for those making 
claims. Again, the burden is placed on the individual. This 
is no apology and effort to put things right, instead there 
are yet more hoops to jump through. Over the last two 
years there have numerous reports and news stories on 
the failure of the scheme. It is impossible to place a value 
on the impact this had had on the victims, affecting their 
entire lives, the mental stress and the turmoil they have 
endured. It is a sad fact that the compensation scheme 
and application process was created behind closed doors, 
with no public input and no one to represent the Windrush 
victims.

In terms of the victims, we leave you with this: Charlotte 
Tobierre who has been advocating for her father Thomas 
said: My father worked for over 50 years, paid into a private 
pension. He was then caught up in the Windrush scandal 
and told he couldn’t work. He cashed in that pension for 
bills, rent and food. The compensation team asked for all 
documentation of the pension, which my father provided. 
He was then told they do not compensate pensions and 
would receive nothing for pension loss. All those years 
working, £14,000 lost just like that, He continues to work 
now at the age of 67.”

Read more about the history and legacy of Windrush in the 
article on our website https://antiracistcumbria.org/what-
is-windrush-and-why-it-matters-today/

 

FOOD . DRINK . MUSIC & more

WHO WERE THE WINDRUSH 
GENERATION? They were people who 
came from commonwealth countries 
in the Caribbean to help Britain get 
back on its feet after WWII. They were 
called Windrush Generation because 
the first ship carrying these passengers 
was the Empire Windrush. Between 
1948 - 1911, the mass influx of those 
arriving from the Caribbean, totalled 
around 500,000 commonwealth 
citizens and became known as the 
Windrush Generation.
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INSPIRING SPEAKERS
MEANINGFUL DEBATE

ACTION TAKING
PRACTICAL HELP

WWW.ANTIRACISTCUMBRIA.ORG/ANTI-RACIST-CUMBRIA-SUMMIT

Cumbria is a complex county. Deprivation sits 
alongside affluence, heavy industry alongside 
natural beauty. Black and Brown people 
represent a disproportionately small part of 
our population. How is anti-racism relevant 
in Cumbria? Does it even matter to our all 
White communities? How can you and your 
company contribute to an anti-racist county? 
What does an anti-racist county even mean? 
How will we know when we get there? What 
actions can you take? Who else is dealing with 
inequality in Cumbria? The first Anti Racist 
Cumbria Summit will answer these questions 
and more. Blending inspiring speakers, 
practical workshops, visionary leaders and 
round table debates with music, food and 
more. The Anti Racist Cumbria Summit will 
bring Cumbria together in new ways and lay 
out a plan for the future, where no one is left 
behind.
 
Taking on the back of during Black History 
Month we look forward to a day of brave and 
bold thinking, resilient conversations and 
openminded individuals, leaders listening and 
learning and taking action.
 

http://WWW.ANTIRACISTCUMBRIA.ORG/ANTI-RACIST-CUMBRIA-SUMMIT
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INSTA TAKEOVER EVENT 
BLACK AND BROWN FACES IN OUTDOOR SPACES WITH 
ZAHRAH MAHMOOD @THE_HILLWALKING_HIJABI, 
SONNY PEART @RUNNYSONNY, HELENA CRAIG @
OFFICIALBLACK2NATURE @BIRDGIRLUK, CHERELLE 
HARDING @STEPPERS_UK, ANEELA MCKENNA @
MRSGOWHERESCOTLAND, RICHARD LEAFE @
LAKEDISTRICTNPA, ZAINAB HOUGHTON @ZAINAB_IN_
THE_LAKES 

3,815 
TOTAL SOCIAL
FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK 
REACH
+1/2 
MILLION

INDIVIDUAL 
WEB USERS

8,564

TV / RADIO / NEWSPAPER

FOLDED INTERVIEW

40 
YOUNG PEOPLE

HAVE NOW PARTICIPATED

animated 
futures
PROJECT

£20,000 
PAUL HAMLYN 
FUNDING SECURED
FOR OPERATIONAL COSTS

IMPACT 
REPORT

CUMBRIA POLICE 
RACIAL DISPARITY 
PARTNERSHIP 
PROJECT 
ANNOUNCED

105 
VOTES

NATIONAL 
AWARDS 

NOMINATION

BUT I’M 
NOT RACIST 
EVENT 
WITH LEROY LOGAN 
MBE, FITZROY ANDREW, 
JANETT WALKER AND 
EWEN TURNER

JUDAS & THE 
BLACK MESSIAH 
SHOWN IN PARTNERSHIP 

WITH BREWERY ARTS

OBSERVING RAMADAN IN 
CUMBRIA BLOG BY ZAINAB 
HOUGHTON REACHES

25K
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AWARDS 
NOMINATIONS 

As a young organisation we were 
astonished to have been nominated 
for the National Diversity Awards in 
the Community Organisation category. 
We were even more astonished and humbled by the 
response from our Cumbrian community. Anti Racist 
Cumbria received 105 nominations, each person 
giving their reasons for doing so and whatever the 
result, these incredible nominations will keep our Anti 
Racist Cumbria team going, they remind us why we 
do what we do, that it matters and that it is making a 
difference. This is important because thousands and 
thousands of volunteer hours have built Anti Racist 
Cumbria and anti-racism work is hard. Dealing with 
the racist comments on social, being told that racism 
doesn’t exist, challenging power to think differently, 
convincing individuals and organisations to become 
anti-racist isn’t easy, neither is supporting them with 
resources, time and energy. All our team, Black, White, 
Brown and Minoritised step up day after day to do 
this often exhausting work. And our Black, Brown and 
Minoritised members and volunteers are dealing with 
the affects of racism as they try to tackle it. If you 
nominated us THANK YOU from the bottom of our 
hearts, together we can make a change.

THEY ARE BRILLIANT, PASSIONATE, AND 
HAVE REALLY OPENED MY EYES TO WAYS 
AND REASONS WHY I NEED TO BECOME A 
BETTER ALLY.
_

What an amazing organisation! I’m so proud 
to live in a county and community where 
people are shining a beacon for hope and 
equality. The time, work and support for 
educators is inspiring. Tackling education is 
so forward thinking and makes me excited 
to be helping make a change for our young 
people and communities. The journey 
for many of us has just begun but as our 
awareness and voice grow in confidence 
we can be part of a much needed change: 
change that can positively affect all lives. 
Thank you Anti- Racist Cumbria!
_

THEY MAKE ME FEEL LIKE I’M NOT 
ALONE IN MY HATRED OF RACISM - THE 
FIRST TIME IN MY LIFE THAT I’VE FELT 
SUPPORTED AND I’M 64 YEARS OLD!
_

Anti-racist Cumbria is working hard to 
change attitudes and behaviours in Cumbria. 
They have provided (excellent) CPD to local 
schools and support to various organisations 
and individuals.
_

THIS IS NEEDED IN CUMBRIA, TO BUILD 
AWARENESS, EDUCATE AND INVOLVE 
EVERYONE.

“

”
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ASYLUM. 
REFUGE 
AND THE 
IMMIGRATION 
CONFLATION.

It is an international law based on Human Rights laws 
that everyone has the right, when faced with certain types 
of persecution to seek asylum in another country.  It is 
enshrined in the United Nations Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights of 1948 and supported by the 1951 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 
1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. People 
could be fleeing from war, they could be being persecuted 
because of their sexuality or they could be seeking political 
asylum as they have spoken out against a particular 
regime, the reasons for seeking refuge are wide ranging. 
We often hear phrases like ‘why come here?’.  Well perhaps 
they have a grasp of the language, perhaps they have 
friends or family here, perhaps they quite simply see the 
UK as the welcoming and multicultural country we describe 
ourselves as.  The vast majority of refugees – 4 out of 5 
– stay in their region of displacement, and consequently 
are hosted by developing countries. Turkey now hosts the 
highest number of refugees with 3.6 million, followed by 
Pakistan with 1.4 million. According to UN Refugee Agency 
(UNHCR) statistics, in the UK, at the end of 2019 there 
were 133,094  refugees, 61,968 pending asylum cases and 
161stateless persons. 

There are many misconceptions around refugees, asylum 
seekers and immigrants and the word “illegal” is used 
poisonously in relation to these views. Here we lay out 
some facts.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A REFUGEE, AN 
ASYLUM SEEKER AND AN 
‘ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT’? 
You’d be forgiven for not understanding, in fact you’d 
be forgiven for thinking they are all one and the same 
thing because the terms are used interchangeably by 
our government and press depending on what they want 
you to hear. In fact an Asylum Seeker is someone in the 
process of applying to the UK for sanctuary. If the Home 
Office decide to grant sanctuary they are given Refugee 
Status which usually allows them to live and work  in the 
UK for five years after which they can apply for settlement, 
known as Leave to Remain and they can work, study 
and claim benefits. So essentially Asylum Seekers are a 
transition to becoming a refugee. 

Returning to Asylum Seekers; there is no visa for coming 
to the UK to claim asylum. There is no such thing as an 
illegal asylum seeker. Asylum is not something that can 
be applied for in advance. In fact people can only claim 
asylum once they are physically in the UK and because 
there is no formal visa or application to claim asylum from 
outside the UK, people have to get to the UK how they 
can. Some people enter the UK legally i.e. with paperwork 
that allows them to enter, such as; using their passport, or 

Priti Patel is bringing in new immigration rules which make it harder for 
people to claim asylum if they arrive in the UK illegally. That’s a simple 
sentence isn’t it? On the face of it you might see some sense in it and it’s 
probably all because of one very clever word – illegally. It’s a potent word. 
It’s one we want you to remember.  It’s one no-one likes to be associated with 
or described by because it means we have done wrong and are bad.

NEW IMMIGRATION 
RULES WHICH 
MAKE IT HARDER 
FOR PEOPLE TO 
CLAIM ASYLUM 

antiracistcumbria.org
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maybe a visa for entry to the UK for some other purpose 
(work, student or family visa). They then claim asylum once 
they are here. But most asylum seekers  are not able to do 
this, and have to enter the country by unauthorised means, 
‘illegally’. Perhaps they do not have a passport and to ask 
for one would put them in danger. Or if they do have a 
passport, it might put them in danger if they were to try to 
use it. The Refugee Convention says that asylum seekers 
are protected from prosecution for unauthorised ‘illegal’ 
crossing of an international border and acknowledges that 
there can be a good reason for using false documents/
passport and that in itself does not invalidate your asylum 
claim. 

On rare occassions people arrive already holding full 
Refugee Status. This is because they have entered under 
what is now called the UK’s Resettlement Scheme which 
replaces earlier schemes. An example would be the 20,000 
Syrian refugees who the UK agreed to grant immediate 
Refugee Status to through the now closed Vulnerable 
Persons and Vulnerable Children’s Resettlement Schemes 
(VPRS). This means they were granted the relevant 
documentation BEFORE they arrived and did not have to 
seek asylum but instead were granted Refugee Status and 
supported through the resettlement programme. 20,000 
sounds like a huge number doesn’t it? We’re often told 
that  our country is ‘overrun’. But as we showed earlier the 
UK welcomes a tiny number in comparison to places such 
as Turkey and countries like Germany have welcomed a 
million Syrian refugees. From 2020, once the 20,000 VPRS 
refugees have been resettled, the UK has announced 
plans to resettle around 5,000 of the world’s most 
vulnerable refugees under the new resettlement scheme, 
the UK Resettlement Scheme (UKRS). This new scheme 
will consolidate VPRS, VCRS and the Gateway Protection 
Programme into one global scheme. (Source:  Immigration 
statistics, year ending June 2020) 

Let’s bring it back to what Priti is proposing, 
she wants ‘to make it harder for people 
to claim asylum if they arrive in the UK 
illegally.’  There’s that magic word again. 

But we’ve just shown it is almost impossible for someone 
who is fleeing their country and seeking sanctuary to enter 
the UK legally.  In fact every turn is ‘illegality’ and it’s this 
word that is so cleverly bandied around time after time. 
There is nothing illegal in claiming asylum, or being granted 
Refugee Status. The Government’s proposed new Borders 
Bill on asylum and refugees conflates seeking asylum with 
being an ‘illegal immigrant’. This leads to racism and hate 
crime against both refugees and asylum seekers trying to 
transition to refugee status.   

Here in Cumbria refugees have received a warm welcome 
into our communities, over many decades and most 
recently we have welcomed Syrians escaping the war 
to come and live in Cumbria. Sadlly though some have 
experienced hate crime and racial abuse.  Why would 
anyone want to behave this way towards them?

Find out the answer to this question in the full article 
on our website antiracistcumbria.org

 

The Government’s 
proposed new 
Borders Bill on 
asylum and refugees 
conflates seeking 
asylum with being an 
‘illegal immigrant’. 

This leads to 
racism and 
hate crime 
against both 
refugees 
and asylum 
seekers trying 
to transition to 
refugee status.   

https://antiracistcumbria.org/
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CUMBRIA
POLICE
Cumbria Constabulary are 
pleased to be working with Anti 
Racist Cumbria in its commitment 
to identify and address any racial 
disparities for anyone interacting 
with Cumbria police. 
 
The joint programme has been 
commissioned by Cumbria’s 
Police and Crime Commissioner, 
Peter McCall. 

Chief Superintendent Sarah Jackson 
from Cumbria Constabulary said “We 
are really pleased to welcome the 
support of Anti Racist Cumbria. 

“We acknowledge that nationally, 
following the murder of George Floyd 
and global calls for change...

“This partnership is an opportunity for us 
as a force to listen, learn, challenge and 
take action to ensure that we address any 
racial disparity and have the confidence of 
our black and brown communities. 

 “We have identified in early analysis that, 
although the numbers are small, there 
is some disproportionality to individuals 
from ethnic minorities in areas such as 
stop and search and fixed penalty notices. 

“Our officers also attend incidents and 
investigate crimes against people who are 
targeted due to their racial background. 
It’s important that our officers respond 
effectively, support individuals and 
are trusted to actively tackle racism by 
bringing those who commit crimes to 
justice. 

 “We will also be working with Anti Racist 
Cumbria to bring insight to our data and 
processes. 

...there is a lack 
of confidence in 
policing from black 
communities and 
we are keen to 
understand what 
this means locally. 

“Seek feedback from our communities, and the 
people who work in our constabulary, so that 
together we can address any underlying causes.”

Cumbria’s Police and Crime Commissioner, 
Peter McCall, said: “I welcome the work that 
the Constabulary is undertaking and that they 
are willing to listen to and learn from what the 
communities’ experience is of policing locally.

“Anything that improves the service that the 
Police provide in our communities is really 
important.

“Anti racist Cumbria is well placed with its 
community links and I look forward to seeing their 
findings.

“Together, I know we can make an even safer 
Cumbria for everyone.”

mely important step for our county and we look 
forward to working together.”

Chair of Anti Racist Cumbria, Janett Walker said; 
“It’s encouraging that Cumbria Police are being 
proactive on the issue of racial disparities within 
its force and we welcome their desire to not 
only be proactive but to also recognise that it’s 
important to listen and learn. 
“We are pleased they have taken the opportunity 
to work with us in what is an extremely 
important step for our county and we look 
forward to working together.”

Become a critical 
friend – Volunteer 
role with the 
Cumbria Police 
independent 
advisory group. 
The force is also currently looking 
to recruit additional members 
for their Independent Advisory 
Groups based in each policing 
area. The Independent Advisory 
Groups are vital to the service 
Cumbria Constabulary provide 
to the people of Cumbria. The 
group meet regularly and are a 
critical friend to policing providing 
advice, guidance, and community 
perspective on all manner of 
topics. 

They are keen to represent 
all Cumbrian communities 
so would welcome people 
from all backgrounds to apply 
particularly people from minority 
communities. 

For more information on the 
role and to apply visit: http://
orlo.uk/AvuL0

“  

”
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SPOTLIGHT
ON

WE WANT TO UPLIFT OUR BLACK AND BROWN 
CUMBRIAN TALENT AND WHAT BETTER WAY THAN TO 
HIGHLIGHT THE WORK OF TWO CUMBRIAN CREATIVES 
MAKING WAVES IN OUR LAKES AND BEYOND. 
LOOK OUT FOR UPCOMING SPOTLIGHT ON PROJECT 
TOO.

Lekhani is from Kendal. Growing up mixed 
heritage in Cumbria meant having to learn to 
embrace her beautiful afro hair without being 
taught by her Mum who had no experience 
with it and no local hairdressers able to come 
to the rescue either. Lekhani has written a bold 
yet humorous play, Can I Touch Your Hair? An 
exploration of what cultural appropriation really 
means, Lekhani’s personal struggle managing 
her afro hair but more importantly, the pride 
that she learns along the way. But how do you 
navigate everyone’s unnecessary questions and 
comments about your hair?
 
“Is it real? Can I touch it?” 

Join Lekhani on her hair journey as she 
discovers that she can’t wash her hair with 99p 
Alberto Balsam, that she has no clue how to 
cornrow and is over being faced with constant 
microaggressions. 

“I feel like there needs to be a support group for 
black and mixed heritage girls that can’t cornrow 
their hair”. 

You can watch the show next month. It will be 
performed at Festival 42 in Penrith on 17th July. 
Buy tickets here -
www.42degrees.co.uk/#music-lineup
There will also be an online performance as part 
of a Sightlines Festival https://sightlinesfestival.
co.uk/events/can-i-touch-your-hair/ on 20th 
July. You can find out more announcements 
regarding the show by following the social 
media page - @cityh_ on Twitter & Instagram 
and the Facebook page - Can I Touch Your Hair?

LEKHANI CHIRWA 

Ella is from Penrith. She is of mixed-heritage 
and works professionally as a Film, TV & Concert 
Music Composer. Ella was recently described 
by Classic FM as ‘one of the UK’s most exciting 
music makers’ and this year received the BBC 
Radio 3’s flagship commission for International 
Women’s Day.

Ella is currently selling a collection of her score to 
music libraries in academic institutions around 
the UK. She has been honoured that Cambridge 
University, Guildhall School of Music and Drama, 
Trinity Laban and Leeds Conservatoire have 
already ordered their collections. To find out 
more about Ella’s work, you can visit her website 
- www.ellajarmanpinto.com where you can 
listen to her music, podcast series Beyond the 
Chameleon and contact her for collaborations. 

You can find Ella on social @ella.jarmanpino on 
Instagram, @ellajarmanpinto on Twitter and 
Ella Jarman-Pinto - Composer
Image of Ella by John Shedwick

ELLA JARMIN-PINTO 

Ella was recently 
described by 
Classic FM as ‘one 
of the UK’s most 
exciting music 
makers’ ”

“  
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Avoiding 
tokenism 
in business

So when Brewery Arts approached Anti Racist Cumbria to 
support them and help find some models we didn’t hesitate, 
because we knew it was coming from a place of authenticity, 
not a Black Square on social or a knee jerk reaction. Brewery 
Arts properly paid some of our Black and Brown members to 
model, with money and membership so that those involved 
were properly renumerated. Something that oftentimes 
businesses seem to forget. Many a time have we been asked 
to provide models, for free, not even expenses. If you want 
people to give up half a day or even a whole day? Pay them. 

As a result the photographs don’t have a token face, they 
are full of diversity, so much diversity that in a way you 
don’t really notice it because it’s just natural. Brewery Arts 
marketing material reflects their inclusive values, and their 
inclusive values are reflected in their organisation. This 
mirroring is what many businesses seem to forget. We know 
it can be harder to recruit here, there aren’t huge numbers 
of Black and Brown people in Cumbria and there probably 
aren’t even enough ‘to go round’ every business but what 
is your business doing to engage and support them. How 
far are you looking? How hard have you tried to change the 
voices at your table? Do you still ‘welcome diversity’ or use 
statements like ‘we are an equal opportunities employer’ and 
wonder why you don’t get any applicants who are Black and 
Brown? Do you still advertise in the same way to the same 
places? We can help and we are happy to, but we do ask for 
your commitment to anti-racism first.  

Anti Racist Cumbria are asked a lot to 
supply Black and Brown models for 
company photo shoots, why? Because 
businesses know that representation is more 
important than ever. Often though we have 
to say “no”, not because we don’t want to 
help but because having Black and Brown 
representation in your marketing material 
should be the last step rather than the first. 
Or at the very least should be part of a wider 
range of changes being made. Tokenism 
isn’t helpful and the truth is people can see 
through it. 

Avoiding tokenism means making real changes, 
and making an effort to do so; Brewery Arts 
have been a shining example of how to do 
representation properly. Firstly CEO Miriam 
Randall became an active volunteer of Anti Racist 
Cumbria right at the beginning, she comes to 
the meetings, is present, contributes thoughts 
opinions and insight, spots opportunities for the 
organisation and uses her voice to champion 
others. Miriam has also been mentoring a Black 
volunteer Lekhani Chirwa as they co-manage 
the Arts & Culture group of Anti Racist Cumbria, 
supporting Lekhani as they set-up the group and 
together lay out plans for the future. The Brewery 
Arts have given donations, contributed and 
supported our Animated Futures project, offered 
space and truly got involved with our organisation 
so when they said they were looking for new 
trustees and wanted wider diversity on their board 
we knew it was coming from an authentic place. 
We immediately supported them by helping them 
with wording for the job description, application 
and promotion of the opportunity. Brewery 
Arts have just appointed two new and talented 
Black members to their board as a result. That’s 
representation happening at the highest level. 
Brewery Arts also came up with some great ‘quick 
wins’ and Anti Racist Cumbria have partnered 
with Brewery Arts on three film showings; Black 
Panther, White Riot and Judas and The Black 
Messiah, with more in the pipeline. 

Brewery Arts also, and 
this is important, didn’t 
only ask for ‘a Black 
person’ they wanted 
lots of different people 
involved of different 
ages and colours. 

antiracistcumbria.org
http://facebook.com/FMCFyouthclub
https://twitter.com/antiracistcmbra
https://www.linkedin.com/company/anti-racist-cumbria/
https://www.instagram.com/antiracistcumbria/
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How to 
be an 
Ally

THE ULTIMATE 
TRAGEDY IS NOT THE 
OPPRESSION AND 
CRUELTY BY THE BAD 
PEOPLE BUT THE 
SILENCE OVER THAT BY 
THE GOOD PEOPLE. 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Allyship is a word used over and again in 
anti-racist rhetoric and as Fitzroy Andrew quite 
rightly pointed out at our ‘But I’m Not Racist 
Event’…‘being an ally’ isn’t a label you can give 
yourself, it’s one bestowed upon you from 
those affected by racism.

TO BE AN 
ALLY IS 
TO

1/ CHOOSE A STANCE OF SOLIDARITY AND TAKE ON  
 THE STRUGGLE AS YOUR OWN. 

2/ STAND UP, EVEN WHEN YOU FEEL SCARED

3/ TRANSFER THE BENEFITS AFFORDED TO YOU AS A  
 RESULT OF EMBEDDED ADVANTAGE TO THOSE   
 WHO LACK IT

4/ ACKNOWLEDGE THAT EVEN THOUGH YOU FEEL  
 PAIN, THE CONVERSATION ISN’T ABOUT YOU

5/ BE WILLING TO OWN YOUR MISTAKES, LEARN   
 FROM THEM AND DE-CENTRE YOURSELF

6/ UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR EDUCATION IS YOUR  
 RESPONSIBILITY 

Edited from content created by © 2016–2021 amélie lamont
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Here’s how you can be part of the 
changing face of Cumbria and 
support Anti Racist Cumbria’s 
ambition for a county where 
anyone can belong.

SIGN UP TO RECEIVE THIS 
NEWSLETTER

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
ANTI-RACISM 

FOLLOW OUR 
SOCIAL ACCOUNTS 

TELL PEOPLE 
ABOUT US

BECOME AN ACTIVE MEMBER...
hello@antiracistcumbria.org

COME 
WITH US...

Member 
Profile
BECKY
LITTLE

Name: Becky Little

Age: 22

What’s your job? 
Admin Assistant at The Quiet Site
 
How long have you lived in 
Cumbria? 
My whole life

What is your role in Anti Racist 
Cumbria / what have you 
worked on so far? 
i’’m a member of the Comms 
Team and support with social 
media. 

In 3 words describe working for 
Anti Racist Cumbria?
Fulfilling . Challenging . 
Introspective

Why did you join Anti Racist 
Cumbria? 
I saw Anti Racist Cumbria on 
the news and was genuinely 
taken aback at how amazing an 
organisation it sounded. In my 
whole time as an activist I never 
thought I would see the day 
there was a group like this be 
established in Cumbria. It’s such 
an important organisation for 
encouraging critical discussion 
about how we as Cumbrians 
have been surrounded by casual 
racism in every aspect of life, 
and Anti Racist Cumbria is going 
to be pivotal in years to come in 
reversing generational prejudice. 

What 3 changes would you like 
to see in Cumbria as a result of 
Anti Racist Cumbria? 
1. Cumbrians being more aware 
and self-critical of their own 
behaviour
2. Cumbria being nationally 
recognised as an anti-racist 
county
3. Cumbrian young people 
growing up more accepting and 
challenging of their majority 
White surroundings
What’s your favourite / most 
inspirational quote regarding 
racism? 
“There is no such thing as a 
single-issue struggle because we 
do not live single issue lives” – 
Audre Lorde 

antiracistcumbria.org

Design www.ellenlonghorndesign.co.uk

In my whole time as an 
activist I never thought I 
would see the day there 
was a group like this be 
established in Cumbria
Becky, 
Cumbrian Member 
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